1. Take apart pallets using hammers and crowbars. Pry the boards by putting the crowbar under the boards, hammering the end of the crowbar to lift up the board.
2. Construct the base out of five pallet boards cut in half.
3. Nail 3 pallet planks onto the cut in half pallet boards in a joist orientation.
4. Create the back of the bench the exact same way.
5. Attach a pallet plank onto the pallet blocks, these are the arm rests.
6. Then attach the arm rests to the far ends of the base pallet.
7. Cut out pieces with an angel of 15 degrees.
8. Attach the pieces at the base of the back pallet.
9. Then attach the back pallet with the angled pieces flush to the base pallet.
10. Cut a plank in half and insert holes to serve as cup holders.
11. Add leg blocks to the bench base.
12. Sand the bench and add a clear coat of spray paint.